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You've worked hard, lived carefully, and saved diligently. You've reached major milestones and
accumulated more assets than you dreamed possible, and yet you hesitate. â€œCan I retire?â€•
This book will help answer that question by showing youâ€¦. The tools you need to live a secure and
independent retirement, without worrying about money What you must know before leaving a career
behind How much it will cost you to live in retirement, and how to manage your cash flow The
current choices for retirement health care, including lesser-known but effective options The threat
from inflation: two secrets that politicians and bankers will never admit A realistic assessment of the
impact that income taxes will have on your retirement Social Securityâ€™s role in your retirement:
when you should claim and how much itâ€™s worth to you How to construct and manage an
investment portfolio for income and growth in retirement About immediate annuities and why you
need multiple sources of retirement income The key variables and unknowns in your retirement
withdrawal equation Reviews of the best retirement calculators, and tips for how to use them
accurately Beyond the simplistic 4% Rule to the latest research on safe withdrawal rates Realistic
bracketing of your retirement savings needs, without over caution or overconfidence The history of
economic cycles and the related asset classes for optimal retirement security A survey of strategies
plus original research for how to orchestrate your retirement distributions A practical retirement fuel
gauge alerting you to problems while you still have time to act Backup plans: the lifeboat strategies
for ensuring you'll never be without essential income The 6 crucial questions to answer before you
can retire The one, simple, powerful, non-financial reason that you can and should retire earlier than
later
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It would be a bit of an understatement to say that I wish I had had a chance to read this book seven
years ago. Back then I went into an early retirement blindly ignorant of the math and risks of early
retirement. Over the intervening years I have gone down a pretty long road by (among other things)
reading books and research papers (a lot of them), looking at blogs, playing with calculators, talking
with advisors, paying for good planning, paying for bad planning, financial modeling myself, building
my own retirement tools and software and simulators from scratch, digging up and testing as much
of the underlying math of retirement that I could stomach (and doing a little catch-up on some old
math skills along the way), back-testing various investment and retirement models, and even
engaging in some correspondence with a fair number of leading academic researchers and
bloggers in the current world of retirement finance. Now, I think (I hope) I have a healthier sense of
humility and respect for the risk I took which was quite a bit bigger than I realized when I started.
This is something I could have achieved a little sooner with some of the help offered by Mr.
Kirkpatrick in his new book. In the end, I find that many of my own self-realized conclusions and
what Mr. Kirpatrick offers in the book have a very, very significant overlap (not 100% but that's
maybe a quibble beyond the domain of the book).There are a lot of different resources that over the
last 10+ years have tried to come at the complex and open ended retirement problem from a lot of
different directions with varying degrees of success and clarity and conflict-free-ness, people from
journalists-commentators to academic researchers to financial advisors and practitioners to
self-taught and well-informed retirees.

I wrote a book on investing during retirement, so I know the broader domain well (I like to
periodically check out books related to retirement). I quickly gauged Darrow Kirkpatrick as an honest
and smart guy. Itâ€™s a big plus that heâ€™s independent â€“ when your livelihood is dependent on
the financial industry and/or a certain ideology, it is VERY difficult to not be biased. Kirkpatrickâ€™s
forte is retiring early.As the title says, the book has one primary focus: can you retire yet? However,
in order to make that decision the reader needs to understand a lot about what happens financially
after retiring, which the author spends a lot of the book explaining.Here are some general things I
liked:â€¢ The book is easy to readâ€¦.conversational and well written (especially for an engineer
:-)).â€¢ I liked the first-hand snippetsâ€¦the author shares his thoughts from already going down this
path.â€¢ The key decision points are identified well and comprehensively â€“ this book should keep
anyone planning their retirement from being blindsided by unknowns.â€¢ In the kindle version the
author includes convenient links to lots of relevant information that supplement the book. This works

very well!â€¢ The orientation is pragmatic â€“ it generalizes some to outline the big picture, but then
gets into many of the nuts and bolts of what you need to know and do. (Sometimes I would have
liked to see more though. The author does provide more in his blog, and links to it, but Iâ€™m not
sure of the extent. And the external links help.)â€¢ The book has a data-driven mindset. This is a big
deal to me. Iâ€™ve done a lot of simulation and modeling of strategies.
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